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In 2005, the Spanish Society of Cardiology—under the presidency of Eduardo de Teresa—decided to establish its own research agency in order to coordinate, foster, and facilitate both basic and applied research in the field of cardiovascular disease. At the very first meetings, it was decided that, as well as facilitating external projects (proposed by members), the Research Agency of the Spanish Society of Cardiology should provide leadership in constructing registries or designing nationwide studies of prevalent diseases like arterial hypertension, atrial fibrillation (AF), or coronary disease. One direct consequence was the OFRECE study, the main objective of which was to estimate the prevalence of AF in the adult Spanish population. The results appear in the article by Gómez-Doblas et al published in *Revista Española de Cardiología*.1

A team of nearly 500 physicians collaborated in OFRECE, together with an unknown but presumably very high number of nursing staff. One hospital in each of Spain’s 50 provinces was invited to participate, and 47 hospitals were included. One reference cardiologist was chosen at each hospital. At random, 10 primary care physicians were selected from each hospital’s service area. For each physician, 20 individuals aged ≥ 40 years were randomly selected, using health care registration data, and invited to participate. A total of 8400 individuals (76%) accepted, and 8343 made up the final study sample (54 were excluded because of noninterpretable electrocardiogram and 4 due to a lack of information). All participants were invited to a clinic visit and underwent an electrocardiogram, which were analyzed at a single center by at least 2 independent cardiologists. AF was diagnosed from the electrocardiogram or from well-documented antecedents in the patient’s clinical history. Other clinical variables were analyzed and every effort was made to ensure a representative sample of the Spanish population. The researchers avoided any possible bias, such as that potentially arising from the probability of selection based on geographic area (statistical analysis).

The OFRECE results are highly interesting. AF was identified in 411 patients (41 new and 369 known cases); 75% had a clinical history of arterial hypertension, almost half had obesity, and one in four had been diagnosed with diabetes mellitus. Total estimated prevalence of AF was 4.4% (95% confidence interval, 3.8%-5.1%), rising markedly in patients older than 60 years. In patients aged between 40 and 49 years, prevalence of AF is 0.5% in men and 0.2% in women. Prevalence doubles in patients aged between 50 and 59 years, but in the 60 to 69 age range, these figures multiply by 10 in men, reaching 5.3%, and by 20 in women, reaching 4%. In patients aged > 80 years, estimated prevalence was 17.7%. Overall, prevalence of AF was similar in men (4.4%) and women (4.5%). Significantly, in 10% of patients diagnosed with AF, the condition was previously unknown. Based on the current Spanish population, the authors calculate that > 1 million patients have AF in Spain, and > 90 000 of them are undiagnosed.

In Spain, the epidemiology of AF has been analyzed in several studies.6 Without wishing to fuel the controversy over numbers—although the OFRECE estimates would probably be closer to the truth than the others—these epidemiologic studies warn us that prevalence of AF is very high. Recently, data from a representative sample of Spanish emergency room services have shown that 2.2% of all patients present with AF in the electrocardiogram.3 The ESFINGE study analyzed prevalence of AF in patients of both sexes, aged ≥ 70 years, and hospitalized in internal medicine or geriatric units.4 Total prevalence of AF in this group was 31.3%. The Val-FAAP study estimated the proportion of individuals with AF among patients attended in primary care over a period of 5 days. The study included 119 526 participants (age, 52.9 years [standard deviation, 15.2 years]; 40.9% men); 6.1% had AF and this percentage increased with age, arterial hypertension, and male sex.5

If OFRECE estimates that, in Spain, 1 025 846 people could have AF in a population of 46 815 916 inhabitants, the gross percentage amounts to 2.2%. This is even higher than the maximum cited in recent European guidelines, which discuss figures of between 1% and 2%.6 Moreover, all the analyses agree that current demographic trends could lead to an increase in these figures in the coming years.8

AF is not a benign arrhythmia of the type that only affects quality of life. AF increases mortality, as it can lead to heart failure, cerebral embolism, peripheral embolism, acute myocardial infarction, and sudden death.7,8 The after-effects of AF can be catastrophic. Moreover, it is a “treacherous” arrhythmia, as it can be asymptomatic and intermittent, and therefore go unnoticed by both physician and patient. Hence, despite the surprisingly high figures, OFRECE has probably underestimated prevalence of AF in the general population.9

In clinical guidelines, one of the first decisions to be made when dealing with a patient with AF concerns the need for anticoagulation therapy. We do not know how long AF must continue...
in order to produce an embolism. Although traditionally it seems accepted that episodes of fewer than 48 h rarely provoke embolism, the existence of other risk factors probably means shorter episodes can generate atrial thrombus. Recent studies suggest this is the case.11 Hence, the need for anticoagulation therapy is based on existing embolic risk factors but not on AF type—paroxysmal, persistent, or permanent. The European clinical practice guidelines10 recommend anticoagulation, except when contraindicated, for all patients with CHA2DS2-VASc (congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ≥ 75 [doubled], diabetes, stroke [doubled]—vascular disease and sex category [female]) ≥ 2. In addition to anticoagulation therapy, the treatment of patients with AF includes the management of concomitant diseases and strategies aimed at avoiding symptoms onset. These strategies include electrical cardioversion, the administration of antiarrhythmic drugs to maintain sinus rhythm or control the rate, ablation of the arrhythmia, or the implantation of devices to close the left atrial appendage. Faced with so many therapeutic options, it is only logical to think that many patients do not receive the treatment they need, whereas others are treated unnecessarily.11 This lack of adherence to clinical practice guidelines has been seen to associate with increased morbidity and mortality.12 Consequently, new units that are specifically dedicated to treating AF are being designed to adapt the available resources to meet these patients’ needs.13 In Spain, following the OFRECE results, the next step could involve analyzing these issues.

AF is a highly expensive disease. In Europe, the mean cost of each patient with AF has been estimated at between €450 and €3000 per year.14 The greater part of this expenditure is related to hospitalization. In the Netherlands, the total cost of AF has been estimated to be 1.3% of the entire health care budget.15 In Spain, we do not have access to reliable data about the socioeconomic and health care impact of AF. If we want to be able to plan solutions, the first thing we require is reliable information. This is why we believe we must congratulate the Research Agency of the Spanish Society of Cardiology and the authors of OFRECE for successfully completing a difficult task and gathering very important information. It has been difficult, and has taken time, but they have broken new ground. And they have achieved this with the cooperation of many physicians and nurses working in different specialties, and in collaboration with the Spanish Ministry of Health, health care departments in the autonomous communities, and the pharmaceutical and technology companies, too: a truly excellent example of teamwork.

The success of a clinical study can be measured in terms of the volume and quality of the content required to populate the data base, the reliability and accessibility of the information, and above all, by its practical value. We hope the design, work habits, and data obtained through OFRECE serve as an example for the Spanish health care system. And that similar studies and top quality registries proliferate. We need access to reliable information that enables us to plan and deploy our resources appropriately so we can later achieve whatever is necessary or possible in attending our patients. New forms of research are emerging. Thanks to the digitization of information, the well-designed and executed analysis of prevalence, activity, or results is gaining ground and could become a reliable source of information for decision-making—above all, for the man in the street.16–18 In this context, we sincerely hope that our health care authorities will look favorably on future studies like OFRECE. We believe that if the Spanish authorities want to do things properly, they need studies like this.
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